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A NOTE ON A QUESTION OF BASS

BY

SANKAR P. DUTTA1

Abstract. In this paper we study the following question raised by Bass: Is a local

ring with a finitely generated module of finite injective dimension Cohen-Macaulay?

We prove that the answer is in the affirmative when a certain local cohomology of

the ring is either decomposible or cyclic. We also study the above question in some

special cases and some of its implications.

0. Introduction. In [B], Bass raised the question of the validity of the following:

Conjecture. If a local ring A possesses a module M of finite injective dimension,

then A is Cohen-Macaulay.

In this note we are going to describe a partial solution to this problem.

First, remarkable work was done by Peskine and Szpiro [PS]. They proved the

conjecture for almost all geometrically important local rings containing a field. Their

main tool of attack was the following conjecture which is known as "The intersec-

tion conjecture".

Conjecture. Let A be a local ring and let T be a module of finite projective

dimension over A. If P is a prime ideal of A with l(A/P ® T) < oo, then

dim A/P < proj dim T.    D

Within a few years Höchster proved his famous theorem on existence of big

Cohen-Macaulay (henceforth C-M) modules on local rings containing a field [H]. He

also showed there that existence of big C-M modules implies the intersection

conjecture which implies the above conjecture and thus finished the proof of the

conjecture for all local rings containing a field. Using big C-M modules, Fossum,

Foxby, Griffth and Reiten [FFGR] proved that for any module M, p'(M) > 0 for

depth M < / < inj dim M. Their method of proof also showed that for any local ring

A the existence of a module of finite injective dimension implies depth A ^ dim A
- 1.

In §1 our main tool of attack is the dualizing complex. We prove the following

theorem in 1.5.

Theorem 1. Let A be a local ring of dimension n and depth n — r. Let M be a

module of finite injective dimension. Then A is C-M if

(i) H^~r(A) is decomposible,

(ii)H^r(A)1' is cyclic.   D
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Here v = Hom( , E). E is the injective hull of the residue field of A. (We will use

this notation for the remainder of the paper.)

As a corollary to the method of proof used in the above theorem, we prove two

more cases where A has to be C-M, namely

(i) dim M > n - r,

(ii) M is cyclic (1.6).

The cases dim M = n and M is cyclic were proved by Peskine and Szpiro in a

totally different way. We also deduce the answer to the following question:

Given a local ring A, a module T of finite length and finite

projective dimension d, when is T" = Ext^T, Ayl

We show that equality holds <=> A is Gorenstein (1.6). We also conclude in 1.6 that

the conjecture follows directly from showing

Tor^r.Ext^yl, R)) = 0=> Torf(T,Extr(A, R)) = 0,

without using that intersection conjecture at all; here depth A = dim A — r and

Extr(A, R) = H^-'(A)V.

In §2 we use the techniques of intersection multiplicity of modules to prove the

following theorem (see 2.3).

Theorem 2. Let A be a complete equidimensional local ring of dimension 4 and let A

possess a module of finite injective dimension. Then A is C-M if either

(i) depth Hl(A)l> 0, or

(ii) l(H'm(A)) < oo andHl(A) = H3M(A)U.   □

As a corollary we deduce that a complete local U.F.D. with a module of finite

injective dimension is Gorenstein if

(i) Hx(x; A) (the Koszul homology) is cyclic, or

(ii) dim A = 4.

Throughout this paper all rings are commutative noetherian with identity and all

modules are finitely generated (with the possible exception of injective modules and

local cohomology modules). Because of the nature of our problem, we will also

assume, without any loss of generality, that A is complete and that the depth of the

module of finite injective dimension is zero.

I wish to thank M. Höchster for suggesting that I study the case when l(M) < oo

and proi dim M < oo.

1.
1.1 Through this section dim A = n, depths = n - r, and M is a finitely

generated module of finite injective dimension of depth zero. (Since the author is

interested in exploring the significant role a dualizing complex might play in such

problems, that the depth A can be taken to be n - 1, a consequence of the existence

of big C-M modules, is not assumed in this section.)

We will frequently use the following fact:

(1) Tor,"(A, /) = Hom(Ext'(A, A), i)

for every injective module /. For a proof see [AB, p. 54].
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Let R be a complete Gorenstein ring with A = R/I and dim R = dim A.

Peskine and Szpiro have shown [PS] that given M, a module of finite injective

dimension, there exists a module T of finite projective dimension with the following

properties:

(i)    T=ExfAr(E,M),

(2) (ii)    ExtiA(T,A) = ExfR+,(M, R),

(iii)    supp T = supp M.

By our assumption, A has a dualizing complex /., inherited from R, as follows:

/.¡O-V-A-»-:-   ->/..-* P,
(3)

/,=        0        E(A/P),   H'(I.) = Ext¡R(A,R),   In = E;
dim A/P = n — /

we write Bi+l = Im $,, Z, = ker </>,.. Then we get from (3) the exact sequences

0 -» /I* -> I0 - ^ -» 0,

0 -» 5, -» Zj -» Ext1«^, Ä) -> 0,

(4) 0 - Z, -x h■-* B2 -* 0,

0 -» ßr -* Zr -* Ext^, Ä) -* 0,

From now on we will not put any subscript or superscript for Tor and Ext computed

over A.

1.2 We prove the following two lemmas.

Lemma 1. For any module N, ExtJ(I¡, N) = 0 for i # n.   D

Proof. Extj(I¡, N) = Tor//,, A")" since A" is an artinian module A" = limAa,

with L(Na) < oo. Hence

TotjiPf, A") = lim Tor//,, Na) = lim Hom(Ext>( AQ, A), /,) = 0

for i # n since /(Ext7(Aa, A)) < oo.

Lemma 2. Tor/T, /,) = Oforr +j > i.   D

Proof. We have

Tory(T, /,) = Hom(Ext'(7\ A), /,)

= Hom(Ext^(M, R),I,)    by (2)

= 0

since R is Gorenstein, dim ExtrRJ(M, R) < n — r — /

1.3 Proposition. WM f/¡e notations as above we have the following relations:

(i) J = Ext"-'(E, M) = Hom(Extrfi(^, R), M),

(ii) Tor^T, Extrfi(/1, R)) = 0 a«i/Tor2(r, ExtrÄ(/l, R)) = T ® Ext^^L R),

(iii) Ext^Ext^, R), M) = 0,

(iv)r® ExtrÄ(^, R)=M.   D
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Proof,  (i)  and (iii) From 0 -» Zr -» Ir -* ■ ■ ■  -» /„ = E -y 0 in (4), we get

Ext"r(E, M) = Hom(Zr, M) by Lemma 1 of 1.2.

From 0 -» Br -» Zr -» ExtrR(^, R) -* 0, we get

0 -+ Hom(ExtrÄ(/l, Ä), M) -* Hom(Zr, M) -> Hom(5r, M)

-» Ext^Ext^A /?), M) -* Ext^Z,., AT) -»

Since Hom(£r, M) «-» Hom(/r_„ M) by Lemma 1 of 1.2, Hom(5r, M) = 0.

Again Ext^Z,, M) = Ext^"r+1(£, M) by Lemma 1 of 1.2. Since injdim M =

depth A = n — r, we get Extx(Zr, M) = 0. Thus from the above long exact se-

quence, we get (i) and (iii).

(ii) Applying 8 T to 0 -+ fir -* Zr -* ExtrR(A, R) -* 0, we get

••■  -> Torx(T,Zr) -^Torx(T,ExtrR(A,R)) -+ T <8> Br -*

Since r ® /r  , -» T ® iL -» 0 is exact and F ® /r_j = 0 by Lemma 2 of 1.2, we

have T ® Br = 0. Now by Lemma 2 of 1.2 and from 0 -» Zr -* /r -» • • •  -* In = È

-> 0, we get Tor,(r, Zr) = Tor„_r+1(T, F) = 0 [proj dim F = « - r].

Thus Tor,(F, ExtlR(A, R)) = 0. We have in (4)

0 -> Br_x -» Zr_x -» ExtrRliA, R) -* 0,

0 -* Zr_x -* /,_! -* 5, - 0,

0 -> 5r -> Zr -» Extr(,4, Ä) -> 0.

By applying ® T to these short exact sequences, it follows that

Tor2(r,ExtrR(/l,/v)) ^Torx(T,Br) =T®Zr_x = T® ExtrR l(A,R)

(Lemma 2 of 1.2).

(iv) Let /': 0 —> J° -» Z1 -* • • • -» /M_r -» 0 be a minimal injective resolution of

M.

Applying H° to the above sequence, we get

o    -    «•(/»)    -   //«(y1)    -    •••    -   »£(•-')    -    o

ii ii ii
£'o £'■ £■'"--

where ?, = ¡i'(M), such that the ith homology of this sequence is H'm(M). Applying

Hom(F, -) to the above sequence, we get

F'\ 0 -> A'" -> A'1 — -■• -» 4'-y 0,

a minimal projective resolution of T [PS].

Let (F')* denote the complex Hom(F', A). It is obvious that H°(I.)V = (F-)*. In

order to make our dualizing complex /.: 0 -* I0 -* • • ■ -» /„ -» 0 normalized, we

change the suffixes and write it as

/•:0 -» z--»/^"-1)-» •••  _»/°->o,    /"*-       ©      £(^/P).
dim A/P = k

Since F' is a complex with F' = 0 for i < 0, we can write (F')* as a complex with

F~' = A'1 and F' = 0 for / > 0. We know that Hom((F')*, /') is quasi-isomorphic

to M [Ha].
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We consider the double complex Hom((F')*, /'):

HomiF-,I'J)        -*        Hom(F-',/-('-1))

I I
Hom(F-</+1), I-J)     -»     Hom(F-(' + 1), Z-^-1»)

We know the Oth homology of this double complex is M.

Starting with the homologies of the horizontal rows first, we see that

F2-'^ = Torn_r_,(T,Extr(^^));

hence

F2-''-' = Tor„_r_,(FExtr(^/v))

for i > n — r,

F2'•""' = 0    ('." projdimT = n - r)

for i < n — r,

F2-'-' = 0    (•.• Ext'iA, R) = 0, ; > r)

for i — n — r,

Ext-(«-r,,-(n-r) = T(g) Ext'iA, R).

Since the above spectral sequence converges to the homology of the double complex

above, it can be easily checked that T ® ExtRiA, R) — M.

1.4 Remarks. (1) Property (ii) of the above proposition can also be derived from

the spectral sequence described above.

(2) It can easily be shown that the map

F® ExtrRiA, R) -> M,   f®a->fia)

is actually an isomorphism.

(3) Properties (i) and (iv) of the above proposition show that one can easily

construct a module with the same properties as the one is Sharp's construction [S]

starting from Peskine-Szpiro's construction, in a very elegant way. Moreover from

Peskine-Szpiro's construction, one derives (ii) and (iii) of the above proposition,

which are extremely useful. It also possesses property (ii) of (2) which has already

been used many times to calculate Tor and Ext.

At first I started working on the case of a module of finite length and finite

projective dimension. By applying the spectral sequence obtained from change of

base from R to A, I arrived at Proposition 1.3. Then as I tried to generalize the

results for any module of finite injective dimension, I came across Sharp's construc-

tion—but since his approach was rather far from my approach, I started working

with Peskine-Szpiro's construction and Hartshorne's result (§6, Chapter V of [Ha])

really helped to get all that I needed in the process of generalization.

1.5 Proof of Theorem 1. (i) In view of the above proposition, the proof of (i)

becomes rather trivial. We know that H ¡„(A)" = Ext"R'(A, R). Thus H^'iA)" =

ExtR(A, R). Since A is complete we can assume, without loss of generality, that M is

indecomposable. Because of Proposition 1.3 (iv), ExtrR(A, R) must be indecomposa-

ble. (This implies H£~r(A) must be indecomposable.)
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(ii) Properties (i) and (iv) of Proposition 1.3 imply that both ann^M and ann^F

contain annAExtr(A, R). Therefore when ExtrR(A, R) is cyclic, T = M. Let

ExtR(A, R) = A/I. We consider the exact sequence

0 -> I ^ A -^ A/I -» 0.

Since Torj(F, Extr(A, R) = 0), applying F to the above sequence, we get

0^F®Z->F^>F->0.

This implies that T ® / = 0, which is a contradiction since A is local.   D

1.6 Corollaries. (1) The above arguments also show that since dim M <

dim ExtR(A, R), if dim M > n - r, then A is C-M. (If A is a domain, if dim M > n

- r - 1, then A is C-M.)

(2) When M is cyclic, the relation F® ExtR(A, R) = M implies Extr(A, R) is

cyclic. Hence, by the theorem above, A is C-M.

That A is actually Gorenstein follows from the next corollary.

(3) Let T be a module of finite length and finite project ive dimension over a local ring

A. Let d = proj dim F. M. Höchster asked me the following:

Question: When is M" = Ext^M, Aft

Answer: The isomorphism holds good if and only if A is Gorenstein.    D

Proof. A Gorenstein implies M" - uExtd(M, A) since in this case d = dim A =

depth A, and A is a canonical module over itself.

<^= : Suppose M" = Ext^M, A).

Actually from the construction of T from Mv (since M" has finite injective

dimension) it follows that F = Extd(M, A). Since we know Mv =* Extd(M, A) ®

ExtrR(A, R) (Proposition 1.3), ExtrR(A, R) is cyclic and hence by the theorem above

A is C-M. Let il be a canonical module of A. Then it can be shown that

M1' sa Extd(M, A) ® il. But this implies il is cyclic and hence isomorphic to A. Thus

A is Gorenstein.

Remark. From (4) we get a family of relations only a couple of which have been

mentioned in (ii) of Proposition 1.3. In view of one of the consequences of the

counterexample to the generalized intersection multiplicity conjecture, the rigidity

conjecture is now under a shadow of doubt. But we do not need the whole rigidity

conjecture to prove Bass's conjecture. We have already shown Tor^F, Extr(A, R))

= 0. If we could somehow show that this (or otherwise) implies Tor"(F, Extr(A, R))

= 0, then from the relations mentioned above we can, very easily, arrive at a

contradiction. And that is what happens when dim A = 3 (one does not have to use

the intersection conjecture at all). But in spite of my best efforts, I am unable to

prove this at the present moment, even assuming depth A = n - \.

2. In this section we assume depth A = n — 1. Then the dualizing complex can be

broken down into exact sequences as follows:

0 -* A* -> Z° -> Bx -> 0,

(4)' 0 -> Bx -* Zx -» Extl(A, R) -» 0,

0 - z, -+ z, -* i2 - •• • - /„ -* P.
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The relations (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 1.3 become more explicit. We actually get

(ü)'Tor¡(T,Ext\A, R)) = Tor,_2(F, A), i >JL,

(iii)' Ext'lExt1,^, R), M) « Ext'72(^*, M), i > 1.

Here A* = Hom(y4, R). Let M be a module of finite length and finite injective

dimension. Then l(T) < oo, proj dim F = n — 1.

2.1 Proposition. Let A, T be as above with A equidimensional. Let Q be a module

with dim Q < 1. Then \A(T, Q) is 0

X^(7-,ô) = "L(-l)'/(Tor,(F,ô))J.    D

Proof. If l(Q) < oo, x*(T, Q) = l(Q)xA(T, A/m) = 0; here m is the maximal

ideal of A. Hence we can assume Q = A/P, dim A/P = 1, P a prime ideal of A. Let

{xx, x2} be an .4-sequence contained in ann,, F such that one of them is ^4/P-regu-

lar.

Now, x(F A/P") = l(AP/P"AP)x(T, A/P) (since in any prime filtration of

A/P", A/P occurs l(AP/P"AP) times and the remaining quotients are isomorphic

to A/m).

Hence

X(F, A/P) =  lim x(F A/P")/l(AP/P"AP).
«—•00

From the exact sequence

0 -y pc)/p" _» ¿/p» _» ,4//><"> -» 0

we get

X(T, A/P") = X(T, A/P(n))        (since/(F("VF") < oo).

Hence

(5) x(7\ ¿/F) =  lim x(7\ ^/F«"')//^//"^).
«—•00

We write ^ = A/(xx, x2) an consider the exact sequence

0 -» A -> A'"-' -+•'••   -> A'' -» /T'° -» F -» 0.

Here dim N = n - 2 and depth A = « - 3. Hence

(6) x(F yl/F) = ±x(A/, ¿/F) = ±X(^ ^/F<">)//(^/^/>)-

Now

(7) xiA7, ^/F<n>) = /(A ® ^/P(,,)) - /(Tori4(A, A/P{n))).

(Since proj dim A = 2 and ann^, A contains an A/P("'-regular element,

Tor^A, A/P(n)) = 0.) Because of the exact sequence A/P" -» ,4/F(n) -» 0 and

(^/(x,,x2))'^ A->0, we get

/(A ® ,4/P*"1) < tliA/ixx, x2) ® /1/F") < A: • t"~2,

where K is a suitable constant (since dim A/(xx, x2) = n — 2).

As l(AP/P"AP) is a polynomial of degree n — 1 for n s> 0, we have from above

(8) lim /(A ® y4/Z>(n))//(/4p/F"i4P) = 0.
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Again from the exact sequence 0 -» G -y (A/(xx, x2))' -* A -* 0 we get, by apply-

ing ®A/P{"\

/(Tor/A, A/Pw)) < l(G ® A/P(n)) + tl(/\orx( A/(xx, x2), A/Pin)))

= l(G ® A/P(n)) + tl(A/ixx, x2) ® A/PlH)).

By reasoning as above it follows that

(9) lim /(Tori/A, A/P(n)))/liAP/P"AP) = 0.
«—•00

From equations (5)-(9) the required result follows.

2.2 Proposition. Let A, T be as above and let dim A = 4. Let Q be a module of

dimension 2 and let T = Ext3(F, A). Then x(F, Q) = 0.    D

Proof. Since x(F A) = 0 if dim A = 1, it is enough to show x(F, A/P) = 0

with dim A/P = 2. Let // be the integral closure of A/P. Then H is C-M of

dimension 2. Moreover, x(F, A/P) = 0 if and only if x(F, H) = 0 (by the previous

proposition). Let ZZ denote Ext^(ZZ, R). Now

X(F, H) = l(T ® H) - l(TorxA(T, //)),

/(F® H) = l(Ext4R(T® H, R)) = l(Ext2(T,H)) = /(Tor/F, ZZ)).

Hence x(T, H) = ~XÍT, H). But ZZ and H have the same minimal primes occurring

an equal number of times in any prime filtration. Hence, by the previous proposi-

tion, x(F, H) = x(T, H). Thus x(F H) = 0.
2.3 Proof of Theorem 2. Since A is complete and equidimensional by induction

on dim M we reduce to proving the theorem when l(M) < oo. Hence l(T) < oo.

Without any loss of generality, we can assume F = Ext3(F, A). We know that

Hi(AY = Ext\(A, R).
(i) depth of Ext\(A, R) > 0. Since proj dim F = 3 and depth of Ext^A, R) = 1,

we have Tor3(F, Ext^^, R)) = 0. By Proposition 1.3 we also have

Tor,(F, Ext^ví, R)) = 0. Hence

XÍT,ExtlR(A, R)) = /(F® Ext^(^,F)) + /(Tor^F,Ext^(^, R))) # 0.

On  the  other  hand,  this is  a  contradiction since,  by  the  above proposition,

X(F, ExtlR(A, R)) = 0. (The case depth ExtxR(A, R) = 2 is left as an easy exercise.)

(ii) dim Ext1^^, R) = 0 and Ext1^^, R) = Ext\(A, R)1'. As above, in this case

(10) X{T,ExtlR(A, R)) = /(F ® Ext\iA, R)) + /(Tor^FExt1^, R)))

-/(Torj/FExt1/^,/?))).

Now

/(Torj/FExt1//*,/«))) = /(Hom(Ext3(F, A),Ext\iA, R)))

= /(F ® Ext^Ext1/^, R), R), E)

= /(F® Ext\iA,R),E)

by assumption. Hence from (10)

xiT,Ext\iA, R)) = /(Tor^FExt1/^, *))) = /(F ® ̂ *)    by (ii)'.
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But, by Proposition 2.1, x(F Ext^A, R)) = 0. Hence F ® A* must be zero, which

is a contradiction.

2.4 Corollaries. Here we assume A to be complete or a quotient of a Gorenstein

ring.

(1) Let A be U.F.D. with a module M of finite injective dimension. Then A is C-M in

the following cases:

(i) Hx(x; A) for some (every) system of parameters x is cyclic.

(ii) dim A = 4, A is complete.    D

Proof of (i). We can take, without any loss of generality, x such that the first

n — 1 elements xx,... ,xn_, form an ,4-sequence. It can easily be seen that

(11) Hx(x; A)v ^Ext"R(A/(xx,...,xn_x), R)

= Extl(A, R)/(xx,...,x^x)Ext1(A, R),

where R is as described in §1. Since A is U.F.D., Hom(^4, R) - A* = A. Hence

applying Hom(-, R) to 0 -> Z -* R -^ A -> 0, we get 0 -* A -+ R -> I* -*

Ext\(A, R) -* 0. Since depth A = n - I, depth I = n = depth I*. Thus

Ext/Ext1^, R), R) s= Exty^, R), i.e., Ext1^, R) is a C-M module of dimen-

sion n - 3 which is, moreover, self-dual. We choose x in such a way that

[xx,... ,xn_3} is an Ext1^, Z\)-sequence as well and

{x„_2,x„_x,x„} c annExtlR(A, R)/(xx,...,x„_3)ExtlR(A, R).

Therefore from (11) we conclude that

Hx(x; A) = Ext\(A, R)/xExtlR(A, R)

and hence Ext^A, R)is cyclic. Now by Theorem 1 we are done.

Proof of (ii). When dim A = 4, dimExt'R(^, R) = 1, and it is C-M as mentioned

above. Hence Tor3/4(F, ExtlR(A, R)) = 0 for any module F of finite length and finite

projective dimension. Let l(M) < oo and let F be as described in §1. Thus

X(T,Ext\(A,R)) = /(F® Ext^A^)) + /(Tot2(F, Ext1^, R))) * 0.

But on the other hand by the theorem above x(F Ext1^^, R)) = 0, a contradiction.

By induction on dim M (since, for a nonmaximal prime p, Mp over Ap satisfies the

induction hypothesis), the proof that A is C-M is completed. Finally, by Murthy's

theorem on U.F.D.'s, our assertion follows.

(2) Z/dimExtxR(/4, R) = 0 and Ext^A, R)v is cyclic, then the proof of Theorem 2

shows that if A is a local ring of dimension 4 possessing a module of finite injective

dimension, then A must be C-M.    D

Note. J. Koh has told me that he has also obtained a proof of indecomposibility

of H¡¡~1(A) in the case of a module of finite length, finite projective dimension and

with depth A = n — 1.
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